
for a.ny number of players who would like to pay t1-teir respects 
to all living creRtUres WhO inhabit dark places and WhO, over 
the years, have developed acuitY' in the aPt of' echolocation, i.e., 
sounds used as messengers 'tvhich, Hhen Rent out into the environ
ment, return as echoes carrving inforMation as to the shapey 
size and substan~e of that environment and the objects in it. 

Play in ~Rrk places indoors, . outd~or~ · or underwater; in dimly-
lit spaq_es vrear dark f.1;lasses ari~ -· in .. l:i.ghted spaces wear blind
folds • . In empty spaces obje_cts such .-. as sta,eked chairs, large 
plants or human beings may be deployed. 

~qutp you·rsel ves with Sondols. { ' 3onar~d.ol pl-iin), hand·h~Id echo·~ 
location devices which emit fasr,-sharp, narrow-beamed clicks 
whpse repetition rate can be varie~ manually. · 
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\ccept rrnd perform the task of acoustic 'orientation by scanning 
the environn1ent and monitoring the changing relationships be
tween the outgoing and returning clicks. By changin~ the repe
tition rate of the outgoing clicks, using as a reference point 
a speed at which the returning clicks are .halfway between the 
outgoing clicks, distances can be ~ me ·asured, surfaces can be made 
to sound and clear si~natures of . the environment c.an be made. By
changin~ the angl·e of reflection ·of the · outgoing clicks against 
surfaces, multiple echoes ' of different pitches can be produced 
and moved to different geographical locations in the space. Scan
ning patterns should be sloH, continuous an~ non-repetitfve. 

Mov.e as non-human migrators, art~ficial gatherers of information 
or slovr ceremonial dancers. ·Discover routes to goals' · find clear 
pathway-s to cen~t~r p~ints .. ,or outer limits and . avoi~ obstacles. 

Decisions as to speed and direction of outgoing clicks must be 
made only- on the basis of useful,ne~s in. ,.the process ., of echolo·· 
eating. Any situations - that arise from ,personal .preferenc0s based 
on ideas of texture, density-, improv·isation "or composition that 
do not directly serve to articulate the sound personalit1 of the 
environment should be considered deviations from the task of echo
location. 

Silences may- occur 'tvhen echoloc9.tion is made impossible by the 
maskin~ effect on the players' returnin~ echoes due to the sat
uration of the space b1 both the outgoing and returning clicks, 
by interferences due to audience participation or by unexpected 
ambient sound events. Players should stop and tvait for clear 
situations or stop to m~re clear situations for other players. 

Ennings may occur when ~oals are reached, patterns traced or 
further movem0nt made impossible. 

'Ti'or performances in which Sondols are not available, develop 
natural means of echolocation such as ton~ue-clicks, finger-snaps 
or footsteps or obtain other man-made devices such as hand-held 
foghorns, toy crickets,. portable generR tors of pulsed sounds, 
thermal noi~.e or 10,.000 cps pure tones. 
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Dive with whales, f11 with certain nocturnal birds or bats (par
ticularly the common bat of ~urope and North America of the fam
ilr Vespertilionidae) or seek the help of other experts in the 
art of echolocation. · 

Activities such as billiards, squash and water-skimming may be 
considered kindred performances of this Hork. 

Note: a kit of four Sondols is available 
on rental from either CPE or the composer. 

'thanks to Donald B. Griffin. 

Alvin Lucier 


